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Abstract: Cloud computing is a developed model which 

includes centralized records centres that provide 

resources for hugely scalable devices of computing. 

Various computing resources are storage, network, and 

servers. There are five vital traits in cloud like on-call for 

self-provider; huge community gets entry to, useful 

resource pooling, fast elasticity, and measured service. It 

has many benefits, but many clients are not ready to have 

faith in a third-party cloud provider. Existing models 

suggested using re-encryption mechanism to secure the 

data. But number of key generations is high in these 

models. We propose a comprehended study which 

focuses on various aspects of session key generation 

which is used as session key, key distribution, re 

encryption techniques and optimal use of hierarchical 

model to reduce number of session keys generation. This 

work provides a model for a private dynamic group to 

sharing data among its users securely with optimal 

session key generations. 

 
Keywords: Dynamic group, Session key, Key 

management, Cloud security, Hierarchical key. 

 

1.  Introduction 

 
Cloud computing is a model in which a large number of 

computers are connected together. These computers are 

connected in both public and private networks that 

provides flexible framework for data storage. Cost saving 

is the potential advantage that is offered by the cloud 

computing. It permits us to organize, design and 

personalize applications online.  One of the main issue in 

cloud computing is security. Cloud Computing can be 

described as a model for convenient, on-demand network 

access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources. Various computing resources[1] are storage, 

network and servers.  

 

2.  System Model 

 

In this paper, we consider 3 main entities in cloud data 

sharing model are shown in fig1: Users, trusted third 

party(manager) and cloud server. Users include 

authorized and unauthorized users. Authorized users are 

authenticated by the manager and added to the access 

control list.Trusted third party(manager) plays vital role 

in key management. Key generation, key distribution and 

access control is done by the manager. Cloud server 

stores the encrypted data.  Cloud server is semi trusted 

and re-encryption operation is done in the cloud 

server.The goal of this proposed work is to provide 

security and authentication.  

 

3.  Preliminaries 

 

3.1. Bilinear Mapping 
 

It is paring of two cryptographic groups to a third group 

with a mapping. Pairing based cryptography[4] is used to 

build cryptographic systems. 

e: G1 ∗ G2−→ GT 

� Bilinear pairing operations are based on the weil pairing. 

It is function combining elements of two vectors to get 

the elements of a third vector and is continuous in each of 

its arguments. 

 

3.2. Re-Encryption 
 

Re-encryption is used to provide security to the file or 

data that has uploaded in the cloud[3]. Re-encryption is 

the process of encrypting the existing encrypted data. 

This re-encryption process is applied only in two 

situations. 

 

3.3. Member leaving the existing group 
 

When a member leaves the existing group and changes 

the group membership, manager considers that member 

as an un trusted person. Then the uploaded encrypted 

data/file is again encrypted. This process is called re-

encryption. Along with the data the keys are also needed 

to be re-encrypted. 

 

3.4. Member joining the group 

 

When a member joins the group in order to provide 

safety to the existing data from the new member, the 

data/file and keys are re-encrypted. Then there is no 

possibility of retrieving existing data/file by the new 

member. There are two models where re-encryption can 

be done. They are proxy based re-encryption and cloud 

based re-encryption models. In proxy based re-encryption 
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model the re-encryption process is done by the manager, 

where in the cloud based re-encryption model the re-

encryption process is done by the cloud server. The 

proposed work uses the cloud based re-encryption 

scheme. 

 

3.5. Cloud re-encryption model 

 
In Cloud re-encryption model, cloud provider takes the 

responsibility of data re-encryption to provide high 

scalability. The Manager plays the role of key 

coordinator. Here A, B, C are the users belongs to same 

user group(Up). Where Skp,Pkp  represents private and 

public key respectively. Whenever the data in stored in 

cloud, data partition occurs inside the cloud. Controller in 

the cloud is an intermediate between the cloud and the 

users, which makes ease to keep the data/file in the cloud. 

Secure hash algorithm is used in this model. Encryption 

and decryption process occurs with the help of public and 

private keys. In this model public key and private key are 

used for encryption, decryption respectively. 

 

3.6. System operations 
 

� Key generation and encryption 

� Decryption 

� Re-encryption 

 

3.7. Key generation and encryption 
 

Manager (M) generates a pair of public, private keys of 

version0, PKp0 and SKp0 for the data partition P. 

Manager distributes a copy of public key of version 0 

(PKp0) to current authorized group and to cloud 

provider.PKp0 is stored in public key directory, so that  it 

is accessible to all the users in the existing group. The 

private partition key is never shared with the cloud 

provider. Manager directly distributes SKp0 to all of its 

current users who are entrusted with the safekeeping of it. 

Whenever a user desired to keep the data in the cloud, 

then that data is encoded with the public key and stores in 

the cloud. Then the encrypted message will be in the 

form of:  C0 = (Z^r .m ,g^(p0*r)) 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Model of key management using cloud  re- 

encryption 

 

3.8. Decryption 
 

When user B, who belongs to same group, desired to 

access the data that has uploaded by the user A. User B 

requests the data C0.Cloud diverts the request to the 

manager(M).The Manager(M) verifies whether user B is 

an approved person or not. If B is an approved user it 

sends the encrypted copy of that data.  Since B has a 

copy of the secret partition key Skp0 , he can decrypt the 

data.  

 m = Z^r .m /(Z^(p0*r)^(1/p0) 

 

3.9. Re-encryption 
 

Assuming that user C is a new user, joins the group. Now 

the manager authorizes him, then the present partition 

key PKp0 is invalidated to the C; it becomes obsolete, 

and a new version of the key must be generated. M first 

authorizes C, approving membership. The manager then 

creates a new random salt, with value h1, and adds it to 

the key SKp0; it then hashes the result through a secure 

hash such as SHA-2, to generate the new (version 1) key 

SKp1 .  

Skpv = pv= f(Skpv-1,hv) 

The re-encryption need not necessarily occur at the time 

of C’s admission into the group; it may be triggered at 

the time of his data access attempt. When the user want 

to retrieve data from the cloud the manager checks 

whether the member who is retrieving is a new member 

or an existing member. If the member is an existing 

member the data can be retrieved from the cloud, if not 

the rekeying and re-encryption process occurs in the 

cloud and new key generation and distribution at 

manager(M).  

 

Advantages 
 

� This model permits more direct access to the cloud 

while allowing all security requirements to continue to be 

satisfied. 

� Any authorized user can write and read encrypted 

data directly to and from the cloud without the manager 

involvement or any other proxy, resulting in fast access 

on a regular basis. 

� Data confidentiality is preserved in this model even 

when changes to group membership occur. 

� Backward secrecy is preserved. 

� Forward secrecy is preserved. 
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Disadvantages  
 

� When a member in the group leaving or joining the group 

re-keying operation should be done to keep the data 

confidential which is a time taking and a costly process. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. operations in cloud based re-encryption model 
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4.  Proposed System 

 
We propose a comprehended study which focuses on 

various aspects of session key generation which is used 

as session key, key distribution, re encryption techniques 

and optimal use of hierarchical model to reduce number 

of session keys generation. The proposed system reduces 

the number of keys and re-keying operation. Instead of 

using asymmetric key, single key which is a symmetric 

key for both encryption and decryption is used. To 

generate that symmetric key hierarchical key 

generation[6] is used. In which the members in the group 

are arranged in the form of tree. To reduce the re-keying 

operation queue batch algorithm[7] is used. 

 

4.1. System Operations 
 

� Key generation 

� Key Exchange 

� Encryption 

� Decryption 

� Key regeneration 

 
Figure 2. Model of session key management using cloud 

based re-encryption 

 

4.2. Key generation 
 

Key generation plays a vital role in this paper. 

Hierarchical key generation[6] method is used to 

generate a secret key for a closed dynamic group. A 

single secret key(symmetric) is used for both encoding 

and decoding. This secret key is generated from the 

hierarchical arrangement of group member’s information. 

Key generation and management is done by using the 

cryptographic hash function[8]. The computation of hash 

chain will be in the direction from root node to the leaf 

node. The hash value will be computed for every node. 

To store these computed hash values a residual set should 

be initialized. That residual set contains all the computed 

hash values. Mainly we have to use two functions to 

calculate the residual set generating-residual, adding-

residual. Using secure random number generator and 

cryptographic hash function we can generate residual set 

easily. The generating residual function call adding-

residual function. Adding-residual is a function which is 

recursive follows hierarchy from leaf to root. The 

residual-set of parent node will be generated from the 

residual-set of leaf node. The generation of residual set is 

shown below. 

 
 

Figure 3. Hierarchical key generation tree 

 

The function Generating-Key is used to produce the 

hierarchical keys by calculating the hash values, by 

concatenating all  elements in the residual-set. 

 

4.3. Encryption 

 

Encrypting operation will keep the data secure. The 

group secret key that is generated from hierarchical key 

generation is used to encrypt the data. When user A 

belongs to a group desires to keep data in the cloud, using 

AES algorithm and the key that is generated the data is 

encrypted. The encrypted data (Cp0) is stored in the 

cloud. 

 

4.4. Key Exchange 

 
Key exchange is exchange of keys between two 

members. This can be done by using any existing 

algorithms like Diffie–Hellman key exchange. 

 

4.5. Decryption 

 
When user B, who belongs to same group, desired to 

access the data that has uploaded by the user A. User B 

requests the data Cp0.Cloud diverts the request to the 

manager(M).The Manager(M) checks whether user B is 

authorized person or not. If B is an authorized user it 

sends the encrypted copy of that data.  Since B has a 

copy of the secret key, he can decrypt the data using 

same secret(symmetric) key.  

 

4.6. Re-encryption 

 

If a new user C, joins the group and the manager 

authorizes him, then the present secret is invalidated; it 

becomes obsolete, and a new version of the key must be 

generated. M first authorizes C, approving membership. 

A new key is generated again and that key is given to the 
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group members. The rekeying operation can be optimized 

by using queue batch algorithm. In Queue batch 

algorithm [7], whenever a member joins the group there 

is no need of rekeying just appending the residual set of 

new member to the root node and applying hash value to 

the root node. In Queue batch algorithm[9], when 

members join, a temporary tree is created from the new 

group members tree and at the beginning of a rekeying 

interval the temporary key tree is appended to the 

existing group members tree. The main drawback in this 

approach is rekeying operation is done whenever the 

member leaves the group.   

 
 

Figure 4. Queue batch algorithm 

 

5.  Performance Analysis 

 

A.  Access Model 
 

� In cloud  re-encryption model the generation of keys 

is done by the manager.  Data is fetched directly from the 

cloud. Re-encryption operation is done inside the cloud 

for every client request. 

� In Hierarchical key re-encryption   model symmetric 

key is used for generating keys and it is done by the 

manager.   Data is fetched directly from the cloud. Re-

encryption operation is done inside the cloud. 

 

B. Computational costs 
  

Computation costs differ from one model to another 

model whenever the re-encryption operation is done. 

� In cloud  re-encryption model the re-encryption 

operation is done by the cloud when a person joining or 

leaving a group. 

 

6.  Conclusion and Future Scope 

 
In our work confidentiality is maintained and the cost for 

rekeying operation is reduced Hierarchical key. 

     In Hierarchical key re-encryption model the re-

encryption operation is done by the cloud when a person 

joining or leaving a group management generates and 

distributes the key in a secure manner. To maintain the 

confidentiality for the data, encryption is done with the 

help of AES algorithm. Because for a symmetric key 

encryption AES is the suitable and efficient algorithm. 

The cost of rekeying operation can be reduced by using 

the queue batch algorithm[9]. Where rekeying need not 

to be done when a member is added to an existing group. 
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